DARE TO BE DIFFERENT

Beveled Edge

Overlap Seam System

Colors
Clear Coat
Titanium

Medium-high shading

Black

Matte Finish | Clear

Matte Finish | Overlap Seam | Square Edge
or Micro Beveled

Color may vary.
See warranties for details.

“Hi Frank, I just wanted to drop you a note to express my gratitude to you for the great work you did on
the Illinois Institute of Technology Campus Center aluminum flooring. It is not an overstatement to say
that without your vision and dedication we would not have the beautiful aluminum flooring we have today.
Less obvious to the casual observer, but no less appreciated by those of us on the design side, are the
long hours of research and development put in by you to ensure the long term beauty and integrity of this
flooring system. The tremendous craftsmanship that went into the installation of the aluminum flooring is
a real credit to your profession.”

—Gregory Grunloh, AIA, Holabird & Root

Alumafloor tiles manufactured
from 5052 aluminum alloy
may contain up to 52% post
industrial recycled aluminum

13"

Stair Treads and Risers
.1875"
2"

.375"

Tactile Warning System

1.125"

22.5"
Also sizes made to order

.0625"

.1875"

Warranties
» Limited ﬁve-year commercial warranties against
product failure

Wallbase and Corners

» This product is intended solely for indoor use

.040"
4"

»A
 ll metals are subject to scratching; minor
scratching over time exhibits a beautiful patina
and character
» ASTM compliant for slip resistance

.5"

»C
 olor and tile shading may vary slightly;
this is an inherent characteristic of metals

.5"

» Static control; clear coat anodonic ﬁlm applied
» Made in the USA
.5"

Not to scale
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Standard Sizes

Matte Finish | Beveled Edges | Clear Coat Anodized
36"

Square

48"

Rectangular

[ Nominal Sizes ]

[ Nominal Sizes ]

24"

24"

12"
24"

36"

12"

48"
6"

6"
12"

6"

24"

12"

Custom Sizes

36"

The possibilities are endless. We can create virtually any pattern you can imagine.
Custom sizes can be manufactured for a 96-square-foot minimum order and require an
additional setup fee. Please contact our sales staff for pricing and configuration options.
Here are a few patterns to inspire your imagination:
Hexagonal

Running Bond

Grid

Vertical Running Bond

Diagonal Bond

Your Design

!

48"

